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The objectives of the investigation, outlined in Section
I,torm the basis for the arrangement ot this discussion of
test results. First, the results are examined to see if the
connections satisfy the requirements of elastic.design. Are
the assumptions of present design practice on the safe side?
Secondly, it is of interest to determine whether the behavior
up to collapse will allow one to make use of any new concepts
of design or analysis. Of considerable interest, of course,
are the plastic methods.
1. ELASTIC STRESS DISTRIBUTIONS*
la. Straight bees
CON.NECTION P
The portions of P outside the knee behaved according
to the ordin~y beam theory. (Fig 53 and 54)0 At sections
close to the knee (Within 2" of the vertical stiffener) the
stress distributions become irregular due to stress concentra-
tions. However a.t sections rem.oved from the stiffener a
distance of half the depth of the section,the stresses are in
reasonably good agreement with the computed values. The
theoretical lines take into account aXial thrust.
----- -- --- ----
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
* This treatment of elastic stress distribution is incomplete,
and it i.s expected that a separate report will followc
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The stress distribution has been discussed in Pert II. The
tensile stresses in the exterior beam flange are transmitted
to the knee by shear and'thence into the exterior column
flange - (See Fig. 143*). At a particular load, these
stresses are larger then the shear stress at the cpjtlcal
section for bending.
Referring to Fig. 57 ena 58 it will be noteO that whereas
there are local strains that exceed the values predicted, the
general trend is to confirm the assumption th6t the moment
decreases linearly from a maximum at the flange intersections
/',
to zero at the fexte.r"hel end of the flanges.
In the case of the beam, as shown in figure 57, no
correction was m~de for bending in the "top" flange since
SR-4 gages were only mounted on one side of the flange.
Noting ./:"igure 41 and the shape 'of the deformed top flange
in the region of the knee, it is seen that measur~d strains
are consistent with the deflected .shape.
As expected, 'the stress appears to be a maxi.mum at the
!
face of the column. At higher luBds the decay of stress in
the flanges and stiffeners forming the kneeboundery becomes
non-linear, as i~ typicelof inelastic action.
~heBe test results indicate thet~ within th6 elastic
range, there is no serious error involved in the assumption
that stresses in the stiffeners falloff linearly to zero.
This st..ate'ment is reserved to the type '7 in which there is
no diagonal stiffener.
----------------------_._---~~
Part II.
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The theoretical stress distribution shown in Figs. 53,
54, 57 and 58 take into account both bending moment and
direct stress as indicated in section V. Since the lengths
of members are short, additional moment due to column de-
flection has not been considered. Such an additional moment
will be very small.
Discussion of initial yielding is reserved for the next
sect:lon.
2. ELASTIC STRENGTH OF CONNECTI0NS
In this section will be discussed those aspects of
connection behavior concerned with initial yield strength.
The evidence and influence of residual stresses end the
\\ II
initial formation of yield lines as revealed by mill scale
will be briefly discussed.
As is often the case with structural members, a sharp,
well-defined "yield point" 'was not observed. The control
beam test (Fig. 102) showed more rapid yielding then did any
of the connections. As is evident from the summary figure
51* the transition from elastic to inelastic behavior wes
generally very gradual.
Consequently a defini ticn 0 f the in1 t 1,a 1 1ield str.ength
is 1n order. Those values shown in Table VIII, coluMn 4c,
are the moment values at which non-linear behavior wes ob-
served by eye 1n the moment-rotation curves. Admittedly
this is en approximate method, but since the moment-rotation
curves are all plotted to the same order of magnitude, the
results should be of value on a comparative basis.
---------~-----------------
*Although most of the figures previously a part of Part I
end II have not been reproduced here, Fig. 51 is included
at the end. of this report.
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As indicated in Appendix G (Fig. j) an alternate method
for computing initial yield strength has its basis in the
offset methnd for determining initial yield in coupon tests
when the material does not have ~ sharply-defined yield point.
Although the material has a sharp yield point, the structure
yields gradua lly. The offset" chosen (.02%> is double the t .
commonly used to determine the proport1.onel limi t and COrN'lS-
ponds to en edd1.tional "plestic stratn" of about 15%. The
method is illustrated in Fig. j. The results using this
method. ere tabulated also in Table VIII, Column 4a,.
Another method that has been previously suggested is
illustrated in Fig. 162.
-. M ..
Il-- ,_
D(fO~ATlON (eotahoo ordene-ettoO) ~
. ,
This might be termed the "structurally significant yield point",
since it corresponds to a point at which ccnnection deformations
would begin to affect structural behavior elsewhere in a con-
tinuous frame. The values from the connection test.s ere tabu-
leted in Table VIII., Column 4d.
When yield valu'as determined by these two methods are
finally compered to theoretical values the letter should be
205C.6A ~-17-5l 5
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found using the same methods. This may be done from the
theoretical M-¢ curve in pure bending (Fig. 102). For the
u *
"M-¢ meth'Od the factor is 1.05 and for the "structural
yield" ~etho~.(Fig. 162) the factor is 1.05. It i8 interesting
to note that the two methods give identical results in the
,"
case of the control beam, or 457 in-kips.
Comparing the "M-¢" and "structural yield" methods very
similar results are obtained. Except. for connections Land
M they differ by no more than g% (See Table VIII, column ~e).
"Initial yield", those values determined by eye (column ,3),
are alWayS lower than the "yield" values, a8 they should be;
and in the case of these tests constitute a good indication
of initial inelastic action. There 1s much more scatter
between ·observation fr0m tests of the same type of connection
and it would seem that the "structural yield" method could
well be the basis of any conclusi0ns regarding the yield
strength of the connections tested, requiring no prelim5nary
ca lcule tions and be ing rapid to determine from the experi-
mental curve. These yield" loads are circled on the moment-
ro tat ion ~urves.*-;;-
It shoo ld be pointed out that the .M-¢ method is theo-
retically rational only if the connection is yielding through-
\ fbut the whole length. enclosed by the rotation measure-
ment device. "This is seldom realized in practice.
Two. additional methods for presenting experimental yield
values, not origina+ with the writers, are indicated in Fig. 164.
* Ratio: M_1I.,.'l.;;;.i,;;"e;;;.ld;;:-. =My1eld
Mlnltlal y:leld ffj·S,
-----------
**Note to co-puthors: This
wl1l be done in final
draft to publish, NOT
this one since f1.gures
are not duplicatedo
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Fig. 164
In 1"ig. 164( a) it is ·only necessary to determine the
predicted initial ylelp point, extend the elastic curve and
find the value ~ • The experimental value is then obtained.y
The scheme shown in F'ig. (b) involves prescribing a decrease
in slope.
In discussing the initial yield of the controlbeem, F'ig.
102, it should be noted that the beam was tested by the same
method as the beams which were described in Progress Report t40~
The member slides through vertical guides. Compared
with other sections tested, the 8B13 shape has "poor" lateral
buckling characteristios, particularly in the inelastic range.
Thus, although gressed, the guides might have provided enough
friction to indicate an apparent increase in load-carrying
capacity. ~his could explain why the points l1e to the left
of the theoretical values in Pig. 102 in the reg1.cm of
1nit i a 1 y 1e ld •
, The calculated initial yield moments !.'lh' shown in column 5
of Table VIII"are comput,ed from the wedge or flexure theory
(as suitable) and take into account the influence of axial
thrust as well as bendlng moment. Prior to discussing the
compar1son of theory with experiment for the various connections,
205C.6A 4-17-51 7
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the subject of shear yielding and residual stress will be
discussed.
A. Shear Yield
In the prior sections of this report, information on
yielding of the type 7 connections due to sheer force h&s
been dis6ussed. In section V equat10ns have been developed
. to predict the moment. at whlchsuch yield should commence
and to compare it with flexural yielding. Connection F
provides an opportunity to examine the behavior.
In section V it was computed that "shear yield" would
occur at 724 in-kips (F1g. 38) assuming uniform distri bution~
and 640 in-kips assuming non-uniform distribution. Accord-
ing to the "yield" criterion (637 in-kips) plastic deformation
~cmmenced 12% below the predicted value. ·Based on the
"Initial Yield" value (493 in-kips) this is 32% below the
predicted value, Based on the non-uniform sheer dlstr1bution
(Mh(r) • 640 in-kips) ~hese two percentages are 0.5% and 23%.
,
These values are not at 811 inconsistent with cantilever
beam tests (which incl~de residual stress and stress-concen-
tration effects) which may account for 'a reduction in int tie 1
yield value.
However, comparing the observed yield value (637) with
the ini tial yield mom en t in flexure (1195), yield conunenced
et about 50% of the predicted flexural yield value. As is
quite evident from Fig. 38 this allowed a subsequent rotation
that could not be tolerated in engineering structures.
This connection is not uncommon. Following the usual
steps (8) the,designer would check the shear in the beam and
20500 SA 4-17-51 8
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column, but there 1s nothing in the practical literature to
tell him to 'check the shear wi. thin the kne e panel.
In section V were founq expressions for the moments at
wh1chyielding would occur in flexure and in shear. To make
sure that the shear type of failure does not oc cur, them
these two moments must be equal.
wd
2 -----------~----------------~---(3) .
l-d!L
From
Mh(v) = cry _. --------------~---------------(4)
tl-k)t ~S Lthat con ition, .
w =~ ( S 2 fT7! ( ~ ~ ~j~L J --------------(42)
At( I-d) )
m;
".
Now, the term, L, has no immediate meaning ~.n frames since 1n
th:!.s d1scusslC'n L 1s the distance from the center of the knee·
to the load points on the connection.
F~m the proportj.0ns of connection test P,' (Lid is 6.0) we
find for- the shapes 14WF30, 8B13, 21WF82, 6B12, 24WF110, and
. 8WF31 the t the third term in Eq. ( 42) is 0.91, the second term
ranges from 1.870 to 1.888, Bnd the Bverage product o~ the
two is 1.71.
l'f, ins teed of t/d=6.0, we select as the basis for comparison
the "Yu " value for each member, then (for the beam shapes only)
the product of the last two terms in (42) is 1.82.
Taking an average value, then, of 1 0 76, we obtain a 8Ugg~
,
ested equation,
w ... 1.76 S/d2 -------------------.-------------------(43)
The results of the test of connection P were not 1n too
serious discrepancy with this, Bnd it seems that it would not
be safe to attempt to improve this expression by e more "exact"
·-
205C e 6A
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If we use this rule, we find that none of the ty_pe -7
. ' the
connecti0ns fabri cated of ADeam- shapes mentioned above are
*"ad.equate" wi thout addi ti(mal stiffening.
Alth~gh all shapes have not been studied using equation
(43) it is safe to say that most rolled shapes would probably
fall into the general pattern indicated. Thus, as Gr1fftths
has reuently'indicated to the writers, the AISC rules (8)
should be revised to require a diagonal stiffener equal in
thickness to the column flange. This1 0f course, is a type
8B connection. If the diagonal plate is objectionable, extra
web thickness may be obtained by the use of doublers (Eq. 43).
Connectior~of this type were not tested in the pr.ogram.
An exarninstion of Fig. 39 shows that the experimental
deflection curve deviates from 9 straight line at approxi-
mately the same moment as that of the rotation curve. This
indicates that knee deformations cause the non-linear behavior
at the low loads. This is nf course clear from Fig. 41 as well.
F'ig. 38 demonstrates -no factor of safety against yieldin'g
at the working load, 20. ksi. Thus, the connection is "in-
adequate" from an elastic point of view.
We may conclude that suff:tcient diagonal stiffening was
provided in the A,K,L,M, connections to prevent serious shear
deformation. This is evident from Fig. 42 and 51.
We see from the photographs of the connections at failure
(Figs. 73, 79) that the diagonal did not prevent all the in-
,
elastic deformation in shear. At the higher loads yield due
_.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - _. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
* It 1s interesting to disc·over the t the 8B13 appears -to have
the best "shear" characteristics of any of the 6 'shepes
mentioned previously.
- -..,....
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to sheer force. still occurs. However, the results of this
yielding are not ser~ous.
2B. ~1eld Lines" end Residual Stress
Coating the connecticns with whitewash reveals the flaking
of mill scale which follows the formation of Leuders Lines.
The~e are referred to as "yield lines".
Consistent with observations made on other programs
yield lines were observed at rather low loads. This informa-
tion has been recorded in Table VIII (column 3). In the
experimental curvesi t has also been designated. ol$- This
yielding is usually due to .a combined residual stress and
stress concentre ti on effec t. For the la~ger built-up
connections .( B, N, G,H) there is Ii ttle influence on the total
measured rotations. However, when the length is reduced over
which this measurement is made (ss in the rematnlng connections,)
then forme ti on of the fir'st yield line 1s usua lly a 88 oc iated
with the commencement of non-linearity of the l0sd-deformati0n
curve. This elso indicates that, whitewash is a rather good
technique for indicating the initial inelastic action.
The· consequences of this are usually not serious in the
case of members designed to resist flexural loads. However,
when one c0nsiders column action, wherein en additional
deflection or "eccentrici ty,n aggrave tes buckling, the poss1. ble
seriousness of residual stres~becomes important.
It is interesting to note that the first yielding in
connection P'occurred in a region made ~ore sensitiye due to
res1dueletresses. welding of stiffeners A and B will tend
to create tensile residuals in the web material. B will be
*N~t-; ~c;:a~tho;8-;Not in-P;~t 111.- only-i; ;ub11shed version.
205C.6A 4-17-51 11
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worse than A since it is an interior
weld, and there is more restraint. The
web, however,.probably has a residual
st'ress pattern (due to cooling) as
sketched diagrsmatically on the beam.
(See Progress Report No.1). As
observed':~n the test, yielding hes
A B
occurred where the residuel stresses
are additive. (Fig. B). Fig. a
All of the connections were tested in the as-delivered,
as-welded oondi tion. Res-iduals due to cooling after rolling
, "
were measured in s 'previous investigatton described in Progress
..•• .. • ":>
. ..
i '
! ' .
Report 1 (40). A number of the connections were bUilt up by
, ~~
weldingjC-15, B-28, 'a-5A, H-5A,. I-5A). 'I'he results of the
tests indicate that the welding:lntroduced residual stress
,p8~terns ge'ne~ally similar to those formed due to cooling
after' rolling. (Fig. 1~5) 0
o
; COrflp. - - Tczo.sio(J
=-.: -.: =.: :.:.
Web view
The apparent influence of residual stress on behavior of
the var10ustypes will be d1.scussed in letersecttans.
---"---.-----------------------
'*"Second number is connection type.
205C.6A 4-17-51
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2C. Yle.ld Strengths of Connection Types
Examining the connections as e group with respect to
initial yield (elastic strength) we rrlay conclude that for
most of the c,onnections ,present theories are adequate (except
far the shear yielding) by an examinatton of column 6A of
Table VIII. This ratio 1s the observed "Yield" value (Col.
4d) divided by the computed initial yield moment multiplied
by a factor 1.05 (col. 5A) as discussed above. All but
three of these values are above 95% and many are above 1.00.
This indicat.es that most of the connect10ns did not "yield"
until a load was reached greater than predicted.
A second important general comparison as suggested by
T.R. Higgins., is an evaluation of the maximum load carried
compared to the' load at which the test member is computed to
" yield. For the pure bending of a beem this ratio ranges from
1.12 to 1.20 and for the 8B13 is 1.15. The term. for this is
. " "f, the. shape fector , the ratio for all of the connections
is show n in co lumn 8A.
Excepting cpnnectionP.( whose deficiencies have already,
been discussed) and c0nnection B~ the ratios. are all greater
than 1.20 and range from 1.27 to 1.47. These connections
exhibited a reserve strength beyond the elastic limit at
least as· great as a simply-supported beam under pure betiding.
In Table VIII yield lng as 'defined by the various cri.teria
1s compared,wath theory using the following' designations, accord-
ing to the following table:
A
Column RQtio
6B: Observed 1st yield line/calculated ini tia 1 yield
6: Observed initial yie1d*/
" " "
6A: Observed yield strength/l.05 x ca1cu18 ted initial
vield
.... PAv1~t~nn f'!'V'!I'" ~t!,pj ~ht 1'''..,. nf ~-Cif ('mY"v~ •
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Neglecting connection P,: comparing all the tests, the
."
three criteria give the following results:
Maximum. Minimum Max.Diff. Average of
all readings
1st.· yield line ( 6B) .81 .31 1P50 .56,
non-linear ( 6) 1.0? .41 .66 '1 '71 .
yield strength (6A) 1.18 .8? .31 .100. <
Although the scatter 1s considerable this shows that on
the average for all of the connect1cns:
(1) The first yield line was observed at about half
the computed ini tia1 yield val ue.
(2) At about 3/4 of the computed value the departure of
..
the experimental curve frnm a streight line could be
detected and
(3) At slightly over the computed value "yield" occurred
beyond which deflections of the structure and dis-
tribution of moment could begin to be effected.
(1) Stra ight Knees (Conne c tion sA, K, L,M, P)
Connection P has been discussed iri a previous section.
The various yield ratios mentioned above and contained
in table VIII are reproduced below for straight knees, A,K,IJ,Mo
Connection Yield Line
A .38
K .58
L .64
.85
.73
.41
"Yield"
1.05
.98
095
..
M
Avera ge
052
.53
.50 .8?
.96
Comper ed to. the other connections, the square knees are
all on the "lOW" side. A part of this is because the rotation
15 measured over a shorter length on these knees than cn any
2C5C 0 6A 4-17-51 14
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of the others. Consequently the results cf accumulated local
yielding are in evidence seoner in a moment-rotation curve •
Examining the "yield" column in the sbove table and
noting the construction details it appears that residual
stress and stress-concentrations may be factor in the results.
The amount of vertical stiffening increases in sequence A-K-L-M.
Particularly in the c~se of J,I[, welding the vert1.cal stiffener
near the top should introduce tensile residual stresses. Then
when a bending moment is applied which causes tension in the
outer f1ange,local yielding will occur at e lower load than
that p~edicted.
In the expe rimen ts M "yields" a t the It'')'West 1013 d, then L,
K, end A. As is often the case with residual stress, however,
the influence disappears after rotations of about twice the
value of rotation at computed initial yield. (In Fig. 42 at
.008 radians all the experimentsl points tend to cluster).
It should be noted that there were difficulties with the
measurement of rotstlon in connections A,K, and Y in the
later stages. ~his accrunts for the dotted curves. However,
the same general trends may be observed from the moment-de-
flection curves of }ig. 46.
(2). Tapered Haunched Knees
B, C, and N form a series of relatively large tapered
knees. The observed yield end initial yield ratios ere higher
than the average for ell connectinns. As Been in Fig. 44-
yield line s in C and N were 0bserved at nearly the same mOlllent •
In Connection C these lines were in the haunch web (see Fig.
85A •••• the lines subsequently widened as shown. In the case
of the horizontal line, high shear force is a factor).
2050.6A 4-17-51 15
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These ,line~ ere 'probably dU,e to welding residual stress"
Although not 'shown, the fIrst I1ne' in N was in the rolled
section ~~bdue to local eff~ct~.
,The real yielding of C and'N, how.ever, did not,;' start
until the rolled sect! ons started to yield (the longer of
the two in each cese)~ ."
In the case of B, however",,"-inelastlc action commenced·
almos t Inll'nedia tely after the formatIon of the flrst yield
lIne. I3ecause of, the nature of'the' connection tbere was
probably more residual stress built up due to w,eldingoThe
. first yielding occurred at 'about 41% of the predicted value,
, ,
and structural yield at, about ·80% of that valueo ' Together
, .
wi th other factors,residual stress :apparently contri,buted
to eer~y yielding.
I
'. Connec ti ons D, E,and It' .exhi bi ted "average" behavior,.
that'is, the average initial yield and yield ratios were'
. ." . " .
.
nearlY'ldEmtical w~th those of all connections. See'lable
both.of
VIII •. Compar jng' 'E' ,With}, D and F"whlch had the "full-depth
tapered ff 's.ttffeners, yielding occurred 1n the 18, tter at
slightly lower loads. This.ls consistent with the pt:\ttern
'in the straight knees.
Referring to Fig. 47, one suggest:lon for the improved
behavior, of: E over D and F in'tQe region prior to reachl~g
the maximum is due to residual stress. Both· F andD have.
'I
\
nominally full-depth stiffenere. E has only a half-depth
stiffener"the welding ot w~ich,wili introduce less residual
stress arid co'nstittite a less severe stress concentratlcmo
. .,
~""'. .
'\
\ .
16
..... a ... •
-..
",
\j
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<., -: :', ~ ;l llor. E,' a compression' will actually be
introduced at the top which should improve the characteristics','
and this is seen to be the case. However, as is usually the
case with restdual stress effects~ the influence disappears
a fter a "rea sonable" em cun t of yle lding o
As1 s indicated in Figs. 82,. and 81B the bracket and
stiffeners ~ere obviously ,;;<suff1'61 fm t· to',~prevent'eriy
','
'ls rge-sca te yield ing ln th~ knee area, forcing itt 0 occur
;
in therolledsect1on. In. F:J.g. 82, compar:!.ngstiffeners "A"
\
and "B", the former seems to be more effective, since the
upper penel bounded by the.two sniped stiffeners contains
the greater number of yield lines. Ttd,s difference ·is not
of a truc tur a 1 significance.
(3) Curved Knees
In this group it is seen that the first yield line
occurred at,.a proportianately lower load than any of the
other connecti ons. Howev,er, the .loc al yielding did not
seriously influence the defonnat:5 0n since the "yield" ratio
was higher than the average. (1 0 13 compsred to 1006). The
curved inner flange should have high compressive residual
s t resse s Bswill th ewebad j acent to it. In th e cas e 0 f T,
however, wlth,thicker cu~v~d flange, the residual stres~es
would not be expected to be as high RS in. G end H.
Many of the built-up connecti (ms gave evidence of
yi eld ing due to she ar forces'. Example 5 of' this may be seen,'
particularly in it'ig.' 26 and 85A. Such yielding, however, was
local in cheracter.
For the curved knees it will be noted that the equtvalent:
'.
of th~ "shape fector", (column 8A of 'l'able VIII\lncludee
, 205Co6A 4-17-51 17
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ratios higher then the average value for ell connections
which is 1.30.
(4) Strength.Mr.st 'the end of the connection (or end of
rolled sectton)
In addition to the above comparisons it is necessary also
to examine the moment Mr developed, at the end of the rolled
section, bel ng releted to the des1.gn problem of specifying
where the ro lIed beam shell end end where the haunch shell
commence. The type 2B connect1on, tested as model B, will be
used ss the basis for discussicn.
For purposes nf analysis suppose we have a given knee
proportioned to attech to B particular beam, Fig. 1559. Tn
Fig. l55b, is drawn the initial yield moment capacity as a
function of distance fran the intersectlon of the neutral
lines. (This is done diagrammatically and one might easume
that the initial yield moment could, be computed at Bny one
section neglecting the fect that there really is a slope to
the member.) rr'he curve neglects the influence of Flxial load.
Suppose the point of inflection of'the frame (for which
the connection was proportioned) did not move under the action
,of the loeds, This is precisely the situetion in the tests
being repor ted upon here.
If the pnint of inflection (or loed point) were at A,
Figo 155c, then initial yielding would be reached when Mh
'= 'MI. Notice, how ever, that the strength of' the beam at:,
sect! on 1-1 has not been develbped. In order for the yield
strength to be reached the whole connection would have to
yield end strain-harden until Mh =M2 at the knee.
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If the peint of inflection were removed to point B,
Fig. l55d, then the knee would yield when Mh :: M3 , yield
- occurring somewhere along the haunch. Unless e plastic
at section
hinge wer e developed~2-2, end stra :In-hardening subsequent ly
occur, the yield strength could not be developed at sectJon
1-1<. Only when the .point of inflection is at C, Fig. 155e,
do we have, .at the present t~me, any justlfl~at:lc'n for'
assuming that the connection will "develop the elastic limit
strength et the end of the rolled section".
! '
, This point of view was kept in mind when the tests were
being designed. In testing the tapered haunch end curved
·11 "knees every effort WAS mede to adjust .the length of arm a
in F'ig. 15513 so tha t a "worst 10e dt ng" condi tion were
realized. The point of inflection approximately at B, in
l"jg. l55d wes selected 8S this conditien, Since1.nitiel
yielding should occur 'More or Ie ss uniformly along the
length of the·h~unoh.
,
A loed-point ~t A wes ruled out
•
considered that if the connectionGen~r8lly th~n, it wes
since presurnsbly e connection would not be designed as in
Fig. l55~ to suit this loading (Fig. 1550). Oood elastio
. desi gn would cell for Jl"B teri 81 to be p.roportioned flccording
to the man ert diagram.
developed its yield strength at section 1-1 under the adverse
cond! tion B,thet it w('uld· certainly do so if the point of
inflection w'ere removed to point C or beyond.
Looking et the problem from the design point of view,
the haunch would normally be proportioned in the fsshion
indicated ebove---thet Is, en attempt would be made to place
the msterial in such 8 manner thet it would be uniformly
stressedo
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An examination of the behavior of the built-up conn-
ections will have to be medeto see how they per,formed in
th is respect.
Referring to Fig. 155b, the horizontal line represents
en initial yield (M ) moment of 435 inch kips. Since ne~rlyy
all the curves have been presented on the basis of h~unch
moment, Mh (intersection of ~eutral lines of beam and column
extended), a set of proportions will have to be used to
evaluate the behavioro (These proportions were worked o~t
to evaluate the corresponding function 'in the case of ' .. \
collapse and mey be found. by c ompa ring colUmns '7 and 8,'of'
table VIII).
In terms of haunch momen t Mh , (Fig. 155d),
435 x
455 ~
a
-~
Mh =M4
Mh = 435 x ~
Now, since the yield criterion will be
L1005 x -
. a
used,
A special calculetirn 1s necessary for connectton N because
Two values are shown for connections C and N. This is
because these two particular connections ere' not symmetrical
along the two legs so that ini tial yield will be reached,
the'oretically, sooner at one end of the connection then
at the other o
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The ratio of the theoretioal moment oomputed 1n
oolumn 5B' 1s divided into the experimental value for
fty1eld~ (column 4d) andtbe results tabulated 1n column (6C) 0
An adjustment of the values in column 58 1s necessary
for the built-up' knees due to variation in material pro-
perties. Coupons were tested from the plate msterial used
to build up the various portions cf. the hsunched and curved
The values obtained in tension were,
I
knees.
•
Mater1al
8B13 flanges
t" plate (B,C,G,J)
3/8" plate (H, inner flange
only)
0"1{k8_~)
4108
39.1
i" pIe te (I, inner flge only) 35.2
Column ',50 of table VIII shows the moment values
all of the connections except C and N significant yielding
occurred at lower loads than would be predicted on the basis
of initial yield at the end of the rolled section. The
streight knees in particular leave something to be de~ired
in this respect. If the influenoe of axial load had been
considered most of the ratios would have been 100 or more
since the values in column 5B and 50 would 'be deoreesed
This yielding would possibly ceuse an incresse in
magni tude of de-flections and· stresses e1sewher,e in. the
structure.
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We cannot draw finel c0nclus10ns w1theut examining the
totel lead carried by the knee as compared with the computed
value at the end 0f the rolled secti~n. A similar comparison
was menticned earlier and wes shown in -column 8A. Column 8A
comperes Mh(mex) with Mh(theo) ~hen initial yield occurs any-
where in the knee. In column 9A a similar comparison is made
(Ar ~ theoretical yleld) in which the values in columnh(mex) , r
8 ere divided by tbose in 5B (or 5C), except that the addi-
ti0nal factor of 1.05% is cancelled in this cese~ not being
rat ienal for this complr:l.son. A true'maxirrum is being com-
pared with a computed initial yield value.
The results of such computations (column 9A) indicate
that al though all of the connecti 0ns yielded at mcments less
than a value equivalent to My at the end of the rolled secti0n,
all of them at collapse developed strengths greeter than this
value except connection B.
For B (Fig. 156) the
capaoity curve is given by
(a) The load was at B so
that the moment to develop
Mr (y) should he ve been
line (b). lhe actual line
is given b~ (c) at the end
of the test.
~=====fI======f/
•
Fig. 156
The behavior of connectinn B requires some special ettent10n,
particularly since it is e rather -common type. According to
these results if a knee of this type hed been
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designed rather closely to the moment diagram, are-design
would be necessary, extending the haunch out toward the
center of the frame until the moment at the end of the
rolled section wes only 86% of the allowable.
It 1s considered, however, that two other factors
influenced the behevior of this knee: residual stress snd
lateral support.
As will be remembered, connection B was the first of
the larger built-up knees to be tested end ~he vertical guide
system of lateral support was used (F'ig. 26). Compared with
Fig. 27 this is not so stiff ss that used on the later curved
¥nees. As may ble seen from Fig. 166, this support waS not
adequate to prevent buckling at the center.
Fig. 166
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It should also be remembered that this connection type
loaded under a "worst load1ng" condition will be in reality
under a more adverse situetion than the other structures.
For the curved knees the ra~e of change of slope of the
momen t-capact ty curves would be much greater than the type
2B. The la tter is neer,ly a stre ight line. Thus when
yielding doe s occur, it occurs all along the length. In
the case of the curved knees it is only at cne point. Com-
pare :F'1g. 87 wi th 91 for an extreme example of :thi.',b. The
significance of this lies in the fact that -buckling of the
inner compression flange should occur when the flange becomes
plastic. 1he longer the length the worse the buckling tendency.
A duplicate test fis planned to study this point further.
Better lateral support provided to the compression flange---
eqUivalent to that of the curved knees---should result in
improved perfor/mance, but because of the rela ti ve1y :long
length under simultaneous yielding, too much improvement is
not to be expected.
The second factor is residual stress. As was mentioned
esr1ier,knees such as the type 2B, completely built-up by
welding, contain residual Jtresses, possibly of the order, of
in magnitude of those formed when a rolled shape cools after
the rolling pro cess. In beams it has been found the t these
,residual stresses ere not serious, only contributing to
, .
earlier deformations than predicted. But for members designed
to carry compressive load any "early deformation" will con-
tribute to early instability, as was mentioned previously•.
Now, the inner flange of the knee is such a compres~lon,
member. As the haunch becomes deeper it receives less and
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less support from the web and tension flange, 80 that,we
should properly expect the consequences of residual stress
to be more serious.
If a,xisl load were taken into account all the ratios
of co lumn 9A would be increased. Thus the ratio for B
wou1d be 0 095.
\'Ve may conclude frem this discussion that under worst
loading corrlitions the connections will evmtually develop
their yield' strengths at the end of the rolled section, 81-
though in sane ca ses the rotations are rather large. The
type 2B connection with streight fl~nges only comes within
the framework of this statement if due account is taken of
axial force.
The values in column 5 and those in column 5B (divided
by 1.05) have been plotted in the moment-rotation curves for
com pa r ison •
Influence of obtuse angle:- straight knees
.. ~ ~
tlSquare" knees are considered in this paper, i.e., the
girder and column meet at right angles. In the event that
something greater than a .right angle is present at the ~orner,
application of the same conclusions and recommendations
would seem justified. (The influence of axial load on rafter
design will be more pronounced than for square knees):
As seen from ~ig. 170, moment M'~s transferred to thrust,
F, at the knee. In'the square type all of the thrust must
be transmitted by sheer to the web. However, flange B cen
transmit 8 component of F,its magnitude increasing 8S the
angle increases.. Thus the application of the ssme r'ules for
square knees to these 'types would sppear to be on t.he safe side"
...
."
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Fig. 1'70
3. STIFFNESS OF CONNECTIONS IN THE ELASTIC AND PLASTIC RANGE
3A. General Aspects
In this section will be discussed those aspects of the
behavior that rele te to load-deformaticn characteristics •••
including the moment-rotation end moment-deflect1on curves.
Both the elastic end initiel inelastic behavior will be
discussed together.
Referring first to Fig. 5l,moment at the knee has been
plotted against the average unit rotation (total rotation in
the knee divided by the equivalent length, typical measure-
ment of which is shown in Xlg. 9). ~heBe are all experi-
mentally-determined curves. The solid line is the~ curve
determined from the contro l-beam te'st (s imply-supported beem
*under third-point loading) •
*Thls-s~i1d-c;;r;e-h'";s-bee;;: dr;w;; ;ithout';p;lying- s-r-;cto; -
tis. All of the exper:lmen tal curves are Mh-va lues, whose
meaning wes previously descMbed. Since the criticsl
sectic,n for mement in streight knees 1s 'Mr , it would notbe inappropriate in such knees to multiply all the moment
values by the ratio Lie. (Fig. 167).
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This figure showE that all of the so-called 'built-up
connections'exhibit an average stiffness greater than that
of the rolled section (8B13) in the elastic region. Only
Type 2 and aB connections ere less rigid. However, it has
been noted in tests of continuous beams that residual
stresses and stress~concentratio~maycause the deflection
at the theoretical initial yield moment to be as much as
twice 8S great as that predicted by theory. (These tests
involved cantilever beams with co~pletely built-in ends).
All. of' the "square" type are wi thin this limi tati cn, and
from this point qf view the behavior is as good 8S might be
expected for a rolled beam possessing a similar stress con-
o cen tra ti on.
~e excess rotations in thes~ knees, however, will in-
crease the bending moments and deflections elsewhere in a
frame of which the knee is 8 part. Using the 8B13 section
with 8 column he1ght of 10' and 8 beam span of 24', a cal-
culation has beenmede of this increaseo! deflection at
the centerline assuming third-point loading. ~he experi-
1
mental values from connection L were used. The deflectton
was' found to be about 10% greater then predicted due to the
increase in moment above the value predicted on the basis
of complete continuity.
Actually the center of a frame such as that examined
above will itself begin to yield at a lower load since rolled
sections conte.ln residual stresses and the points of load app-
lication involve stress concentrations. !his is discussed
in a separate report.*
..
Yang, ·dissertation, 1951
.... -- --------~
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CONNECTION P.
Fig. 38 w1ll now be referred to sgain, de-scribing the
behavior of connection P.
In 1'lg. 38 is plotted the theoretical value of rotation
in the elastic range. The measured slope of the curve is
"NI/.oos, compared wi th the -th-e-or-e-t-i-ee-l: previously computed
- ' 13.4%
value of M/.00441 the actual rotations areAg'reater t~an
predicted. ~he rotetion of the knee is measured by two
level bers mounted at the points shown in the sketcho The
t_
theoretical moment-rote~i0n curves for the 8 and l4-inch
members are indicated as dotted lines. 'lhe experimental
curve is the solid line.
On the besis of equivalent length and the assumption which
the desi gner norma lly makes for continuous connections (see
section V) the elastic curve should l1e between tbe -two' dotted
curves for the 8WF31 end 14WF30o According to the theory of
Part II this has been computed and is shown 8S the dashed
line of figure 380 Thus the connection "faila" initially to
be adequate beeeuse of elastic flexibility. It is more
flexible in the elastic range then required for continuous
connecti on6by 8 factor of almost two arid would thus cause' the
stresses to be higher elsewhere on the structure even before a
flexural stress of 20 ksi were reached in the flanges.
In the vicinity of M= 600 in-kips, the connectien com-
mences to yield rapidly but at the same time continues to
carry increasedbending momen t. As :dt-scus'sed earlier, this
departure fran elastic behavior is due to yielding within
the knee penel due to high sheer force o The increase 1s due
to the fect that
..
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(a) addi tional load is required to",yield" in shear
thos e pa rts of the knee removed frcm the inter-
section of neutral lines. and
(b) the fl'enges provide restraint, by bending as
shown in Fig. ~l.
It should also be noted that a more rapid atcelerati0n
t
of yielding occurred, when the predicted Mh ( ) wes reached.
'ibis ,is elso evident in l<ig. 38.
As the beam continued to rdtate there was little in-
cree se in c epaci toy after yield1. ng commenced, in the ro lIed
members. Even at collapse, however, nearly all the inelastic
. deformati,--n wes wi thin the' knee. This 1s cleer frr',m Fig. 41
which shows the connection at the end of the test.
CONNECTION A (2), Fig. 42
It is quite evident from the rotation calculations of
Pert II that neither the deformation due to shear nor that
due to flE"xure. mey be neglected when computing !;mee roteti0ns.
Comparing 'the theory with experiment the measured "
rotation for M~de1 A at 400 in-kips': ~0044 radianso ~he %
error on the theoreticel value of 000318 radians is 38% •
. We noted previously that rotetion measurements for
conna cti f'n Ii were unreliable ,in the higher range s. If we
I'
take only the low point,s, say up tolBO in-kips
•
¢2 (measured) = .00347 redo
error ... 9%
I
~
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Notice that the knee actually rotates more than the ~- ....~
theory ~ould predict.
Pr~.bably the main' reason for this discrepancy 11es In
"
the ass~mption made 1n deriving Eq. (2) Part II, wh,1,ch""
,
gives tqe band1ng rotation in type 2 connections. It was
assumedrhat although vertical sti~feners were not prese~t,
the web ~ransmit ted a n equ~1 proportion of the reac t,t on ,at
the re~entrant corner. Actually larger rotations occur
since thlE3 vertlc~l stiffening has been omitted ..
CONNECTIONS L,M,K, TYPE 8B' (Fi·g. 42)
'The- sem-e--:~gen&re J :::::ehs:ar,vat-1-e-n";!:a::':m&·d·e-'hMl:ftg The pre-
I
dicted value qr ro~atlon at 400 in-kips was .00318rad. and
\
the measured value :.0032 red., an error of 0.9%. Connection
L is the bas,is for the above computations. 'Ibis connection
was tested wi th the improved rotation measurement <;levice,
, , I
and wi th the improve~ Ie ters I support system. Exc'ellent
agreement ~? the elastic region is thus obta:1.ned for L a~d M ..
"
The simplest computation of rotation, that based on
equivalent' length as developed in Part II gives agreement
wi th exper1.ment; as follows:
At M ~ 400 in-kips the theoretical value Is,
¢ - .00282 radian.A -
This" relationship 1s ip10tted\ in Fig. 42t
As noted earlier, the measured value = .00321 indicating ~~
I'. '.
error of about 14%. Thus insufficient .stiffening rna teria!
was adde~ to prevent completely elastic rotation greeter
than pr~dicted by the simple computation. It will be
, ,
J !,
interest1ing to see how well this simple theory agrees wi th
, .
testa of other'sizes and shapes of cross-section.
From the discuss1. on in section V 1 t is evident the t a
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ca1culat~on could be"to obtain the required thickness of
material in the web so that B type 7 knee will meet the
stiffness requirements.
This requirement for knees joining rolled sectjone of
equal depth we~
¢A =¢ d. --------------~-------(:39)
But, we had, in section V,
~ (l-~) d-------------(40),
:3EIF
Therefore the web thickness required to realize equal rotations
is given by equetl.ng (39) to (40). In addition we will neglect
d dterms (l-t) and (l-~) whic~ is an assumption that i~ on the
sefeside. '!ben,
d M - M + Md
Er - wd2G ~
.
... Replacing IF by I,an assumption not on the safe side,
•
and for
1'1 =
Then, 3EI _ 3ES
2d3a -- 4d2 G
E = 30 xl06 psi G =ll.S·x 106'psi
w :;;: 1.9'7 J -------------------------(41)
Then, to give adequate ~tiffne8s 1n the elsstlc region a type
'7 connection must have a st1ffneas equal to 19 ,a8 given by (41) 0
.'
It will be noted that this value is sC'lmewhat greater then
that given by Eq. (43), w: 1.'76 S/d2 computed in section 2
earlier •
Two "theoretical" moment-rotation curves are drawn in
. ,
Fig. 42 in the inelastic region. In one (ciJ'clell) it lUes
assumed that the moment was uniform throughout the equivalent
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length of the knee. In\ the other (IICl'ures) it was assumed
that the knee remained elastic within the knee proper as
*defined by curve m of Fig. 149a ~ Confining· our attention
to the "plastic stiffness" it is evident that the first
assumption provides the best agreement with experiment
over the greatest range.
However, local buckling wes observed to commence ata
,
moment of about 585 in-kips, and this corresponds to the point
at which the second solution (Ilqueres) deviates in an upward
slope from the experimental curve. The implication is that
. if local buckling had not occurred, good agreement between
.theory and experiment.might·stl11 have bee~ obtained at
higher loads.
Since line m in Fig. 149 is not ~tra~ght above My and
since there is shear yielding present 1n the knee, the agree-
ment observed in the above paragraph, while gre t ifying, might
be highly coincidental.
Probably the factors that in:fluence the behavior above
the "propor ti ona 1 ft limi t more than any other are reaidual
I 'stresses and stress concentrations. Theories have not pre-
sently been devised to take into account the influence of
these c0mbinedfactora when computing moment-deformation curves.
Deflections
.
Fig ~ 46 shows the deflection curves of the 4 stra ight knees
{A,K,L,M>. The comparison theory 1s that given in section V.
The experin:ental deflections are greater than predicted' by the
theory u,sed since the latter is bssed on "minimum requir~ments"
that do not take sheer into account. (This deflection computation
* Pert II.
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is based on e uniform moment over\an equivalent length of
knee). A more exact comparison with the deflection curve
in the elastic regien could undoubtedly be obtained by the
use of the "exact" predicted rotation 'developed in Part II.
Due to stress":concentraticns, residual stress, and
pIa s ti c deforms tiC! n due to sri ear force (which occurred in
spi te of the add1 t 10nel di agonal pIa te as evidenced by
Fig. 79) the curve becomes non-linear at relatively low
loads. However, the rete of increase of deflection does
not becom~ "rapid II unti 1 a load i's' reached that corresp9nds
approxima~ely to the plestic hinge moment at the end of the
rolled secti on.'
Fig. 46 91so shows the theoretical curve in the straln-
hardening region. Connection L was provided with the best
lateral support end the agreement between theory and ex-
per 1men t is goed 0
3C. Tapered Knees
A theoretical analysis of the tapered and curved knees
is not included in' thi s report. A few cornmen ts on s tl ffne ss
in the elastic end plastic range of the two types may be
'Worthwhile ..
As implied earlier, the use of any of the tapered knees tested
,
in ,this program ss pert of e frame would as,sure a continuity
at least BS great as that implied in the assumption of com-
plete c()ntinui~y in straight knees, (Fig. 51). Consequently, if
in enticipet1bn of possible weakness, the designer wishes to
increase the knee strength, any of the expedients tested
would be adequate for elastic design.
Both D end E are slightly stiffer in the elest~c reg1cn
than F. F', of course, has the sniped stiffener over the
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extension to the column inner flange. The slight discrepancy
is not of significance. As wes mentioned before, we apparently
have a demonstration of the influence of residual stress. In
Fig. 47 (also borne out in 51) it is noted that E departs from
linearity at e higher load' then F' and D. This ccnflrms the ex-
pect'ation that F and D would have addi tional residual stresses over Eo
other commen,ts on the inelastic behavior of D, E~ .and F'
will be found in SectioTI 4.
A rpugh comparison of stiffness in the' elastic range in-·
dicates the sequence N - B - C - F, the connections being
listed in order of decreasing stiffness, ("average unit rotation"
obtain~ by dividing the total rotation by the equivalent length)
BS observed in. Fig. 51. D, and E are not listed because of the
difficulty with rotation measurement. N is stiffer because of
I
the wider plate acting as "tenSion" flange.
If the minimum "throat" distances between the external
corner and the inner flange are me saured, they a re found to
'varyas.follows:
N lSn
B 17"
C lol"
F' 17"
Agreement holds with observed stiffness except for 1< This
connection ia so short that, proportionately, a great"er length
is under the higher moments.
Neglecting N and D~ the stlffnesses fall within e narrow
bend more than twice the stiffness of the rolled section.
Although it msy be coincidental with these tests there is
a rough correlation based C'n the simplest of assumpti('~s,~etween
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average upit rotaticn and minimum throat depth at the
haunch, dh (Fig. 169). Now ¢ =' ~I
I ~ ~ -t2{ bt ) • (~) 2
If the web i~ neg1ec·ted,'· I' Nd2
Then at constant moment M,
where
¢lS average unit rotation
of beam with depth(d'
= 1.4l4d (Fig. 169&)
.,
Comparing
, a,vera ge un1 t ro ta t ion
of be em with depth
dh (1"ig. 169b)
B .with the rolled section
.
..
.
..
curve, 2
. 911 _ ( 1'7) : m: 2.22~~(1.4l4x~063)~
Exam~ning Fig. 51 !It', M= 270 in-kips
¢& = .0002 rad
¢b ~ ¢2 1¢1 x ¢e § .00009 rad.
observed unit rotation of
rolled beam of depth d
I
r
..
rib = ¢2 ri .
IU ~ J'la.
'lhe experime nta 1 avera ge for B, C, and F from F'ig.. 51 i~'
,
¢b ': .000075
~ich constitutes a discrepancy of 17%.
More precisely, taking the web into account,
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.At M =270
-s - .0002 (measured)
-b :: .000079
)~.. 'The' agreemetlt getween experlment and theory 1s a bou t 5%.
Thus, 9S a matter of interest, the increase tn stiffness over
the rolled section is the same 8S the increase in moment of
inertia of the minimum throat measured from the external cornero
Although this may be coincidental with these tests, it
is of iriter est because the rs ther short knees ere difficult.
. to analyze and when it is desired to compute frame reactions
and "center moments" more precisely it' would be co~venient
if, over the length of the knee, the stiffness could be
modified by a constant fa~tor to be arrived-at from. the minimum
throat dimensions. More precise methods are suggested by
Griff i ths (8) ,where tlE length of haunch 1.s longer.
3D. Curved Knees
Connection J was intended for comparison with D,E, and F.
,]
Noting the curve in Fig. 47, the elastic stiffness is almost
identical. 'i,A!ctuallY~ as may be seen from F'ig. 51, the unit
rntations fOr J were greater than F, ·and this is probably due
to the sbAp~qf the knee, a greater length baing involved in
J,. a pert of _'~lch would only be slightly d~eper than the
rolled sect~_ on 1 tself. If the rotation measurement hed been
made over the-same equivalent length thAn equiv8len~ rotatjnns
might have been 'observed.
1he stiffne~s of curved connections as. measured by rota-
tions Fig. 45 Is' in the sequence I - H - O. (decreasing).
The deflect10ns ;are in the same 'sequence (Fig. 49) since the
J .
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lengths of the rolled sections vary about the same as the
total length of test specimen. This iS,not unexpected
since the radius increases and the thicknea~ of curved
inner flange decreases in the same sequence. (Although not
plotted, J cornea between Rand G in Fig. 45).
If we examine the unit rotations, }lg. 51, the se-
quence of decreasing stiffness is,
G - (I-H) - J
I and -H being very' close together. In fact at '50% of the
ultimate load the sequence changes to
G - H - I - J'
Note that the three connections pro~ortioned approxi-
mately according to the AlSO instructions have stiffnesses
very nearly the same, Bveraging about three times that of
the equivalent length of rolled section. J 1s of course
considerably m.ore flexible.
Making the same "throat" comparison for J snd G as for
The measured values are
~J ;: .000096, an error of 6.2%
¢G = .000049, an error of 8.9%
Thus this comparison agrees within 10% ~or the curved and
tapered,knees, resulting in an expression,
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4 • PLASTIC STRENGTH AND LOAD DEFORMATI~N CHARACTERISTICS
BEYOND THE INITIAL PLASTIC RANGE
4A .. Introduction
In Secti0n II, Part I, were discussed the requirements
upon connections from the point of view of plastic design.
The three requirements noted were:
(1) Oonnectien of straight knees be able to transmit
the full plastic moment, Mp •
(2) Square knees should be as atiff as that of an
equivalent length of rolled ~ection and
(3) the connect:tnn (straight) must have adequate
"rotation capacity". (In an example a maximum re-
quirernent was 8 times the:rotation at initial yield).
Item 2 haa been discussed in the previous secti0n. If
deflect:t.on is not a matter of concern there is no hArm in
allowing somewhat greater rotations in the elastic range so
long as the strength comes up to the Mp value prior to the
desired "rotation capacity". A special ex~m1nation of the
frame:might be required in this case to make certain that the
"la8 t pla s tic hinge" pos sessed adequate rota tir,n capac i ty to
counteract the influence of large deformations at some pre-
vious'connection.
On the other hand if deflection is critical in the
design, as 1s often the case, then rotations beyond those
implicitly assumed in design computations might have an
*adverse effect.*------------------------------The problem of plastic design and deformation has been dis-
cussed 1n Progress Report No.3 (79). This also includes
approximste methods for computing continuous beem deflections.
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In this section those items that relate to the trans-
mission of moment and to rotation capacity will be discussed.
This will include plastic strength, deformation beyond the
maximum load (of importance in evaluating the energy to
collapse a structure), rotaUcn capacity, instability
PI' oblems and la tera 1 suppor t.
Although it relates primarily to "elastic" design, one
should also not overlook the relat10pship between the maximum
moment carried end the computed. initial yield value. F'or
this, reference is made to the discussion in an earlier
section, and to Table VIII, column ·8A.
The behavior of all connections follow the Bame general.
patt~n. ~he initial elastic range 1s followed by the elastic-
plastic stage in which the rotations and deflect10ns gradually
become larger for equal increments of load. Afteryieldlng of
variable extent has occurred, plastic instability is observed
in the flanges tendjng to cause the knee to buckle sideways,
deflecting laterally. With increasing loads the local buckling
becomes more pronounced, the connection failing soon after the
web starts to buckle plastically.
The data presented in Table VIII for plastic strengths
furnishes information on three questions:
(a) How does the maximum mom en t Mb compare wi th the
plastic hinge value of the rolled sectir.n, Mp ?
Given in column 9C, this consists of a comparison of
Mh(4) with Mh(a)' (Fig. 167).
(b) How does the maximum moment at the end of the rolled
section, Mr , compare with the plastic hinge value at
that point? "Was a plaetic h1nse developed at the
end of the rolled section?"
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In column 9, the ratio Mr (4) to Mr =48'7 in-kips is fo~med•
(c) How does the maximum load carried compere with that
at the computed initial yield? As discussed in
Section 2, column 8A compares Mh(~) with Mh(b)'
the Is tter being the moment at which yielding
should commence in the knee. A second comparison,
related to this question is shown in column 9.A:
'n u *1f!h( ~) vs lY:h( c) •
Although the problem has not been studied for all the
connect:tons, one might well Ask a fourth question: How does
the maximum moment, Mh , compare with the plastic collapse
moment expect~d: .'The problem does not ar.ise for straight
knees since it reduces to (a) ~r (b). In haunches, the im-
portant points are those correspond1ng to Mr and Mh •
These quest10ns are now examined in sequence:
(0): The very least one should expect from each connection
is that it develop the predicted Mp-value. The tabulated ratios
of Column 9C, (Mh(max) +48'7) show that all of the connect! ons
are quite satisfactory under this comparison. The value 48'7
in-kips was the maximum moment obtained in the control beam
test. (Pig. 102).
A theoreticsl compariscn should be based on the pre-
dicted Mp-value, 51'7. 1his ratio is shown in column 9D. All
the values are of course slightly reduced.
We may conclude that'all of the connections will develop
the predicted plastic hinge at the intersection of the neutral
lines of beam end column; this is rather obvious for the built-
up connections since 80 much addltl.onal material is added.
------------------------------
*The difference between column 9 and 9A is only B function of
the shape factor, t, of the 8B13 section.
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(b): '!his question has no spectal l'!1portance by virtue
of the term "plastic design". In designing hauncbed conn-
ec tions 1tis necessary to determine where to t, end" the
rolled section and where to "start" the knee. If one
wanted ·to rna ke the very best use of ma terisl, then, he
wouldexam'ine the moment diagram and plsce the d.esired
break so the t the rolled. section would be \'Crking to 1ts
maximumcapactty:
Consequently, it is of interest to determine whether
or not the connections will develop thelr.maxlmumbesm'
strengths, M
r
, at the end of the knee, and this maximum
strength 1s the plastic hinge value. Naturally if we made
the lever arm long enough, tl?-is would certainly occur. But
" nw:tl1 it occur under. the worst load.iog condi tion which was
intended to cause the knee to reach the initial yield point
si~ltaneously along the built-up port1on---or as nearly so
as possible. If so, it should certainly be edequate for
knees, with l0nger moment arms.
This comparison, then, of max1mum moment in the rolled
section dt vided by the observed maximum cr:·ntrol beam rnomen t
is S1ven in co.lumn 9 where the values in column '7 are divided
by 487 in-kips. As in C8 se (8), divid1ng by' 51'7 would give
slightly lower valuesG
We may conclude that all connections will not carry
sufficient moment Mh in order that the plastic strength of
the rolled section, Mr , will be developed. Five are deficient.
'Caution must be exercized in attempting to ·proportion
haunched connect1c ns on the besis of simple plastic theory
tI ".b~ mesne of e scheme in Which the break between beam and
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haunch were arrived at from the mam~nt diagram. It indicates,
further, the need for e specification of a safe M-vslue,'at '
.the "break"~. Variations will 1;>e discussed within each type.
(c):'A comparison with the elastic limit 1s 6f importance
'- '
whenevaluatlng the factor of safety from the point of view
of elastic design.
As is evident from column SA (column 8 divided by 5)
all the c onnectlcns have an adequate margin in this respect'
except P and B.
The ratio,of maximum moment 0 the knee to the moment at~,n
the knee when the predicted initial yield is reached at the
rolled aectir.;n is given in colurrin gA. It may be concluded
that all but three of the connections exhibit "shape factors"
equivalent to those commonly observed ip rolled sections.
One of the three does not develo:R, the yield strength, and
the other two are not symmetrlca.l.
Most; of the results are expressed in terms of moment
at the ha~nch, Mh9 It should be noted that if the moment arm
is increased (the distance frem the hRunch to the potnt of
inflect! cn pr oportiona tely larger than for these tests) then
the moment at the haunch measured 'in termaof theabll1 ty
to carry the seme rolled sectlen moment, would be sanewhet
1 e s s • (Fig. 168). . i
It seems clear the t j.ncressing the moment arm w'ould not'
make it Bny mere difficul t for the connection to deve,lbp
rolled beam strength. Without making further tests, for arms
greater thsn used in this program, the dependRble haunch
moment might be arrived at, by mul tip lyi ng the' g1 ven, va Iue,s by
\ " !'.
.-
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Fig. 168
Before discussing-the strength developed within each
connectio~c18ssif1c8tion(straight, haunched, curved), some
of the problema of insta~illty and lateral support, (which
1nfluence the strength'in the plastic range) and of rotation
capacity will be mentioned.
,4B. Plastic Instability and Lateral Support.
All of the croBs-sectional shepes, being t:r{ose commercially
available, are such that local buckling of flange or web
elements does net occur in the elsstic range. 'The same was
also true of the members and complete connections themselves,
the lengths 'being short ~nQUgh so that elastic lateral buck-
ling wae not invQlved.
However, once the elesticlimit is reached, both local
and later al buckling should ,follow rapidly s1 nee in the area
of yielding the modulus reduces from about 30,000,000 pounds
•per sq. in. to e value close to zero. The feet that immediate
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col"lapse does not occur"has b~"en attributed to the yielding
process and this is the subject of a separate study at
Lehigh •.
It is steted and emphasized here, however, that El!~
instability wes involved in the collapse of every connectton
test, and in most cases brought about finel collapse. The
local b:llckling is e function of the 'geometrical proportlon
of cross-secH on. Slnc e the 8B13 is light and since 1. t is
evident from other 1.nv6sttgatt0ns to ~ave rather "poor"
characteristics, the choice of the light 8B13 seetton allows
the presentation of information which will be on the safe
side for other sections.
A rnBrked reduction in stiffness occurs, of course, and
necesa1tetes the use of lateral support.
\'lc<1l The three methods of lateral support have been described
in Part I. ~he results of these tests, together with others,
indicate thst for members of B type si-milar" to 8B13, the
positive flex-bar ~pe of Bupport is much to be preferred
over the vertjcalguide system. The latter is bound to
introduce friction when the tendency to la teral deforms ti on
begins. Furthermore, restraint against lateral motion is
only developed by elastic deformati~n, and once the member
is allowed to deflect significantl~ the buckling tendency 1s
aggravated.
Locel and lateral inelastic deformati0ns start at very
" .
nearly the same time. For straight knees this msy be seen
by reference to Figs. 77 and 78.
'Ihe posit1"ve actien of the flex-bar type as compared
witp. the vertic~l guide system is clear from the comparison
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indicated in the following table (numbers in parenthesis
refer to figure numbers).
Method of Support
Vertical
Guides
K (74)
E (81B)
,8' (166)
Flex-
Bars
L (79)
F (82)
H (97)
G (98)
Cornmen t
The first buckled wave on K 1s
not matched on both sides ••• is
not symmetrical. On L the flex
bars forced the format:lr'n of a
symmetr1cal pattern, 1ncreas1ng
rotation capacity. The situa-
tion is even more adverse on
Connect1.cn A.
The pattern of lncal buckling
is mor e symm~trical on F.
Lateral support on G and H was
adequate to cauae collapse to
occur in an S-shaped pattern.
On B it was not. A similar
comparison exists between E and F.
"
Noting ~ig. 51, the result of improving the lateral support
is to increase the rotation capacity. Compere D and E against
F; A and K against Land M.
It was confirmed in thi s invest1,g"ti("\n that 8 rather
small ,force 1s required inltiallyto prevent sS,deldae de-
formeti~n. However, when the flange elements buckle locelly,
aggravating the 1e teral buckling tendencYII then this force
increases rapidly. This is clear from Fig. 78 and 83. Bracing
at knee would be adequate if it could carry ebcut 10% of the
total reaction and were tied to a rigid base.
Connections M and L,heving about the same strengths ll
provide further opportunity for examination of the influence
of lateral support. F1rom l'ig. 46, whereas M commences ,to
lose the sbili ty to carry loed after a deflection of about
,
.7", L continues to carry increased load. Since'L has less
web stiffening the importance of adequate lateral support is
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immediately evident.
Compa rl ng connec ti.on F and D (Fig. 47) the la tter ha s
the most efrective web stiffening, but F develops greater
strength. Effective Isteral support is the only explanation,
particularly since the deflectlrn patterns are identical in
the elastic end early plastic repion.
It is concluded that so far BS plastic strength is
concerned effective lateral support iB more significant
than verla'tion in febrlcatiC'n details. Although for the
above two sets.inferiar lateral support did not prevent the
members,from reaching the predicted loa,d, the more 'positive
support in each case increased carrying capacity and, in
p'art j cUler, the rotsti on capac ity.
For connections of this size, bers of 1/8" x I" tied
into a rigid structure are satisfactory for providing suppC'rt.
It is recognized that this does not provide a basis for design •.
It does indicatehcwever, that when the "opposite" end of the
supporting member is tied tnto a rig:1d structure that a very
modest size is adequate. Thus in Fig. 157, the verticel de-
flection of points A and B is to be avo ided. 81 nc e pos 1. tiva
Bupport is provided.at point C, such deflection is expec~ed
to' be small.
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Complete sidewi'se Y"'otion of the purlin in Fig. 15'7
is to ',be avoided since such motiC1n may occur without sig-
nificant tw1st of the girder cross-section when both of
its flenges ere plastic.
A~suming the most effective lateral support, it 1s
,
evident from the ,tests that such support must be provided as
close to the expe~ted point of yielding as possible. Re-
ferring to }i'ig. 51, compere the built-up knees as a group
with the straight knees (A, K, L, M). In ,the latter the
point of lateral support '(the reentrant corner) coincides
with the point of near-maximum moment and is the point at
which flange yielding will first occur. Support is tPUB
I
provided at the point at which it is needed the most~ ..
In the curved knees, however, la teralsupport cannot
be provid,d el~~g the whole length of curvep fla nge.- Local
buckling occurred at points remote from the point, of': lateral
support and as a consequence collaps,e is relatively rapid.
This 1s also borne out within the group of curved knees
themselves, I and J.' being the shortest, possessing the
"best ft characteristics, ..0 and H buckling more rapidly.
ThUB in inelastic structures it is conclu.ded th~t
lateral support is most effective when it is provided at
the point at which yielding would commence.
In th.e case of built-up connections,leteral support
should be prov'ided at the end of the haunches and elao at
the center of the compression flange of built-up haunches.
The Occurrence of Loc~l Buckling'
Although e considerable number of measurements were
taken in the experimental program only a few curves have
b~en presented of the local end lateral bucklingo
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Two series of tests give en opportunity to observe
the onset of local buckling on a comparative basis.. In
the straight knees (A,K,L,M) the first observed local
buckling was'nearly identical in all tests (533 in-kips)
:the points are indicated in }ig .. 51, corresponding to an
uncorrected Mh of 527 in-kips. Because of the method of
coos truction, connections K, L, and M will yield in the
co lumn le ter th an in the girder.. Referring to Fig.. 42, in
connection L both buckling loads were recorded (520 and
588 in-kips respectively) .. After the column started to
buckle locally, ·rotations increased very rapidly.. However
the rotation had exceeded the l'TEximum coordinate on Fig.
42 before the unsymmetrical local buckling commenced at a
moment of 616 in-kips (1n Fig .. 46 this corresponds to B
deflection of about 1.3"). Shortly after this the conn~
ection oollapsed.
The second set of da ta is from D,E, and F'.. From
Fig. 47 it is evident that the local buckling loed is very
nearly the same in each case and local buckling is followed
by more rapid deformations ..
Comparing F and D the efficiency of'the improved lateral
support scheme. is 6vident p Local buckling of D brought about
8 rather rapid collapse. Connection F however, continued to
carry increased load through larger rotations.·
'Ihe local buckling moments for the remaining connections
are plotted in l"ig. 51.. 'lhe two points for connection N
designate first bUckling of the column flange and then of
the beam flenge ..
It is iptereatlng to observe thBt except for the streight
knees there is a clustering of plotted points of local buckling
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atan average unit rotation of ar~und D00033 radians per inch.
, Sfnce the onset of local buckling is followed a+most
immediately by ler ger' deforma tiona and in some cases 'by almost
immediate collapse, instability failures become extremely
of rolled' shapes to prevent premature inelastic buckling
is the subject of a current program at Lehigh.
4C. Rot!~ion' Capecitz
\
1 mportant. The specification of proper geometric proportions
,
\
'.
".
,
Earlier in this report was pointed out the iroportence of
adequate rotation capacity in the case of straight knees,
the term being used to designate the rotation which will
occur ~fter the maximum is reached but without a substantial
reduction in memento From Appendix F' it would appear (for
straight knees) that certainly no greater factor then 8 times
the. rotation at initial yield would be-required. '1'0 be sure,
if the loeding were such that in the elastic region the
"cen tern and "connect ion" moments were nea'r'IY equal, then
no rotation capacity would be required.
In general, none of the built"7up knees have rotation'
capaci ties as great as straight knees Land M. The basic
reason' seems to be that lateral support cannot be Pfo~ided
at every point where local buckling is possible •.._~u~...}ocal
buckling if! "one-sided", introduces lateral deformatim and
collapse follows directly. Connection P is inadequate
insofar ·~s "rote tion capa city" 1s concerned. ,The requirement
of 8 times the tot.al rotation at initial.yie1d (Fig. 38)
g1 ves a required ,,~n : .0033 x 8 ::-- .0264 radians. At th1l!l
rotat ion,
850" kM = _. 850 Mmax
-
-1190 •
::: ( 071) M max
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At this rotation, in a real portal frame under thl~d point
loading, the hinge will have formed at the center and de-
., \
flections will become exceedingly large - the load being
well below that predicted.
Connecttons Land M ere both adequate. It should be .
ncted that M wes tested with the vertical guide system of
1B teral support. Although a "collapse" curve was not
determined for A and K, it was observed that the load was
dropping rapidly. Thus, there is a definite indication
that vertical stiffeners are desirable if the beat lateral
support cannot be obtained. It has been observed that
flange local buckling is closely followed by web bucklin6,
the deform.ed pattern being shown in Fig. 161.
A
A·A
Fig. 161
Fig. 73 shows how the yielding and web crippling tend to
occur atove the inner flange extensions. Thus the effect of
the vertical stiffeners is to prevent local web buckling
directly over the flange, move it out away from the knee,
allowing increased strength. Positive support by these
flenge extension stiffeners assists in maintaining the
cross-sectional shape, increasing the rotation capacity.·
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Fig. 76, Connection L (8B) at the end of the test, shows
that for this section proportinn the helf-depth stiffener
is sdequatetwhich is consistent with the above observations,
I
considerable rotation of the croBs-secti0n being required
before yielding penetrates to the centerline.
Rotation capacity, in the case of the curved knees,
varies inversely with the radius of curvature of the inner
flange (Fig. 51), and this is consistent; I, with its
thicker flange and. shorter length 1s more effectively
supported laterally. G, with its long radius collapses
more rapidly once yielding commences.
It is debatable whether rotati~n capacity is needed at
all in built-up connections. Their place in so-called
"plastic structures" is not cleerly defined, slnce haunches
are a product of one of the bas1.c principles of elastic
design: provide the most materiel where the expected bending
moments are the greatest.
Yltf.l\ As men tloned in Progress Report 3, (79)' wherever e
structure can be eff:I.cient1y desl gned by e1e stic methods
(where depth of section may be varied to. suit the moment
disgram)there is doubtful advantage of plastic methods •.
However, if the buil t-up connections were suffj.d.ently
stable after the maximum m0ment were reached, then one might
make use of p1astic.analysis consideret:Inns to cell upon
the structure. designed for one 10ed:I ng condition to cerry
the loads imposed by another.
Suppose that the frame of ~ig. 158 were designed for
loed condition (e). Under e load condition (b), so long as
Ml f M2 >M3 ~ M4 the originally-designed frAme will oarry
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the new loading (assuming the knee has the ne~~ssary ro-
...
tat10n capacity)., Similarly for loading (c) •
r M4
Mz tM -£: Ml.z. M;
..
(a) ( b) (c: )
Fig. 158
,Even ,if the knee has no rotation capacity, plastic be-
'baviorw'Ul still all?w the frame designed for (a) loading
to ca rry (c) if MS t M5 < MI +' M2 • A plastic 'hinge tt will
, .\ '
form at the center! line,in the beam, after which the moment
,
Mr willtncrea,se t~ til <>' Thus. the extra rna teri al required
by M3>'Ml , and M5"'M2 may be saved.
All of ·the discussion pres'urnes that th'e deflection re.:-
quirements are met. 1he caee ~~ Fig. 168 (c) is one 1n which
such anexaminatlon might be necessary.
\ 4D. 8Ummarizl'ng Discussion of Types Relating to Plastic
Behavior. (Fig. 51, Table VIII)
DI. Streight,
'All four knees dev~lop adequete "shape factor" as in-
dieated by 90lumn 9A. Als o'(wlth A slightly deficient),
they carry the fullplast1e momet:lt, Mr , et the end of the
rolled sectiC'n.
Connections L and M have adequate rotation capacity,
the fonner due partielly to improved lateral support, the
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latter due to the stiffening which masked the influence of
I
. .
the ..vertical g~ide lateral support system that WAS -rather
ineffective in the case of built-up connections. For same
applications the indicated rotation cepecity of connections
A and ¥ might be insufftcl ant.
Connect1onP, as mentioned earlier develops neither the
required strength nor stiffness nor rotation capacity. This
is due to the insufflcient we1:) thickness , in the' 1a ter stages
local buckling occurring together wi th the formatir'n of 8
crack both of which were probably a factor in leading to
collapse. 'lhe test. was stopped as soon as e "downward'"
trend had been established.
Although the crack did not lead to serious trouble, the
test of P(7) indicates s qetai1 which should be avoided. Re-
ferring to Fig. C, p. 23 of 205C.6, the loed in the· column
flange, tension in this case, must be transferred to the
girder web. Since~ in the vicinity of the snipe, only the
web itself is available to transmit the proportton of this
flange load, there is e concentration leading to failure.
From this point of view - a8 well as economy, the use of
the end p1eta as in type 83 is to be preferred, accompliah-
lng e more even transfer of load.
It should be men tloned that the beam end was rough-
finished creating additional stress (concentrations.. The
failure, however, resulted after considerable necking.
D2. Tapered Haunches
Connections D, E, and F have adequate shape factors
(col. 9A) and develop the full beam strength at the end of
the rolled se~tion (col. 9). ~he improved behavior of F
over D (the la tter possesses the greater' stiffening) 1s
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evidently due to effect.1ve Ie teral support. The same probably'
accounts for the improved rotation capacity of connectirm F.
If such connections were to be used in lieu r;f ~traight knees
then Is terel support shoul.d be provided at the ends of the
haunch if good rotation capac1.ty is to be obtained.
Connections C and N,es tested under 45° ~oadln~,dev~loped
adequate plastic strength at one end of the haunch and not at
the other. This is not surprising since one end-is more
severely loaded. If lateral support were provided ~t both ends
of the heunch, improved behavior might be expected. Under such
a loading condition, however, neither ,connection develops the
yield strength at section a-a (Table VIII).
Connecti on B does 'not develop the full ,strength of the
beam at the end of the haunch. Its' behavior has been discussed
consIderably in section 2 of thts report. An identical test
with lateral support at 3 places (ends of haunch end reentrant
corner) should indicate how important the lateral support
,sspect willb,e. It would not be surpr1 sing if the influenc~
were small because the knee is loaded in such fashion that
yie l.d ing oc curs a lmos t 'simulta neous1y through the whole
length of the compressic-n flange (Fig. 87). Thus local buckling
can take place at many points. Since lateral support cannot
- Ibe provided everywhere, the increase in strength might well
be modes t ~
The behavior of B is most affected b'jT the momen t gradient.
When related to the variation in strength of adjacent cross-
sectlon the "wo'rat loading" condition on the haunch 1s similar
to ~nlform mowent on the control beem. ~ince the flsnges on
the letter yield s imul teneously throughout a long length it
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collapses rapidly after such yielding (Fig. 102). However,
when the same beam has a sharp gradient as in the straight
knees (A,C,L,M) it has no 'difficulty in carrying !!'Ioments
tbat are even greater than the maximum control beam mom.ent
(Table VIII column 7).
Although effective from an elastic design point of view,
it does not appear desirable to allow a conn~ct10n such ss
B to "yield".
D3. Curved Knees
All three connectiohs, G.H, and I develop the yield
strength of the rolled section end come close enough to
developing .the pls etic hinge strength of the rolled sect! on
(Table VIII) as to be considered Ss satisfactory. Since they
develop very ne~rly the same plastic strengths (column 7),
then en the basis of these three teats, the procedures of
the AlSO for the design of curved knees (8) appears to have
en additional merit in the plastic range. As noted earlier,
rotation capacity improves with decrease in radius of curvature
and increase of flange thickness. In feet, et a slight decrease
in moment, Conne ct ion I sa tisfies the requiremen ts men tioned
earlier for rotation capacity of stre ight knees.
Prior to collapse' connection J develops the yield strength
but not the full strength of the rolled section. Thus a
.system of vertical stiffening is not as effective BS would
be obtained by following the AISC rules. Compared with the
D,E,F, series its actual strength and rotation capacity are
more favorable ~
50 ECONOMY
.T'he bending moment dl agram for e rigid frame usually.·
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falls off sharply f~m the center of the knee, the gr~ater
the knee distance the grea ter the reduction; thus the
moment may be materially reduced by the time the ends of
the knee are reached. The members coming in to a haunched
knee may, as a consequence, be considerably lighter in
,
weight than those requ1.red for a square knee. '!her-afore,
the longer the knee distance, genera 11y ,speaking, the
greet,er the economy in the adjacent members.
,As is clearly evident from Fig. 132, this increase in
length 1a accompanied by an increase in cost of fabrication.
Since the selection of the 'members of a frame is depe~dent
on the moment diagrams, which vary for each span, height,
end load1.ng cr,ndi tiona, no gEneral comparison can be made
in thi s pa per.
However, a t ten tion 1 s ca lIed 1n Fig. 159 to the rela t ion
between knee lengths and the relative time of cutting and
welding.
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Except for connections N end ~, it is evident that
fabrication time (exclusive of handling) increases in
almost dir'ect. proper tion to the total length of the
connection. This length is measured along the neutral
lines from their intersectj on to the splice between the
connection and the rolled shape.
Examining the straight knees as a group (Fig. 132)
it is evident that connection A (2) is the'most economical.
However an additional fector involved here 'is the fact tiE t
special plant equipment might be required to make the 450
cut in large quantity production. Comparing K,L, ond M,
l,t is not ev:ident from the tests that the increased cost
of inserting vertical stiffeners is warranted unless the
full plastic strength 1s to be developed including adequate
rotation capacity. If this is the case then the use of
vertical stiffeners is essent1al. 'I'he d1.fference in cost
between L and M is a measure of'scatter since L should
Eictus lly involve less welding.
Examining connections D,E,F, the use of half-depth
stiffeners indica tes an advantage over the full depth ones.
From a strength point of view there is little to separate
the two, so that some real economy might be obtained here
if large numbers of connections were involved. Providing
F and D do not differ beC£luse of experimental scatter (F'ig.
132), it is slightly more expensive to bevel the "inner"
stiffener, even though this eliminates a line of welding as
compared with D. Undoubtedly, however, if the sniped plates
were prepared .in mess production, together with the expense
of "f1 tt:tng" the vertical inner stiffener inside many rolled
sections, the advantages of F w0uld outweigh the small
di ffarenceo
4.
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of this report.
1
Beyond this, additional comparisons are difficult tp
make, since economy of rolled section, carrying capacity of
haunch, and expense of haunch, fabrication must all be con-
sidered. ,One campa r.1 son is possi ble between connection B
and H. Both ere about the same length (:F'ig. 159). B is
about 25% more expensive, although this ratio would be re-
duced by the extra cost of material for H and the expense'
of rolling the curved inner fIe nge. As is seen from Fig.
51 and the various ratios of Table VIII, the load carrying
capacity of H is considerably greater than that of B. A
part of this is due to reasons outlined in earlier pe rts
I
In arriving at en economical delign from the overall
viewpoint of cost of members and of fabricaticn of the joint,
one might suggest beginning with a trial selection of the
members. In the event the incoming members are capable of
carrying the moment at the kre e then a simple square knee
is indicated. To be compared witP the above trial design
, .
is another in w~ch the ~embers are lighter in weight and
not capable of carrying the knee momento The points near
the joint where strengthen1ng must begin can be ascertained
from the moment diagram, and thus the knee le~gths are
established and the j oint designed. A comparison of costs
may now be made which will include cost of members end
cost of knee fabrication.
-----~~ -----------
• It should be nrited that a program invAstigating additional
variables is underway by ane of the investigators now at
the Univ ers1 ty of Texa s.
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The introduction of cUrved knees and tapered haunches
into a design also allows for a savings 1n fabricating
costs due to the fact that a smaller member 1s to be handled,
jo"ined, fBbricated~ 'Ihere is a savlngs, not only at the
haunch, but also at the crown and at field splices.
The disproportionate expense of connection J (Fig.
159) does. not warrant this form of construction, aince the
load-carrying capacity does not meet the standards of the
remaining knees.
6. FURTHER RESEARCH
In the interests of shortening this paper a separate
note on proposed research has been prepared.
Generally a mesns of improving straight knee performance
is warranted if it can be done at smell extra expense. Also
the behavior of ·"1" sections should be examihed due to their
proportionately thicker w~bs.
In the built-up c0nnections a considerable amount of
analytical ~ork can be done before proceeding with tests,
although some of the latter are warranted at the present
time. ReqUirements of Mh/Mr and dependable Mr-values for
various knee proportions must be established.
A method of attack into' the interior connecti on problem
haa also been separately prepared. Particularly in the case
of stra1.ght knees, the influence of size and. shape of cross-
section requires ·exsmination.
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The statements and conclusions listed below are res-
"tricted to the connect,ions tested end the rolled sections
examined. However, s:l.nc e' commercially-ava ileble rna teri a 1
weB used end, since c~stomary design practice wee followed
wher ever pos s1 bIe, the results should' be of general applies,tion.
!:. Connection Types
( l) TYPE 2 - ( A)*
(a) By taking into account both shear and moment
formence 1n the plastic range.
(c) Although the "difference was not mark~d, this
ccnnection takes less time to fabricate than
the 8B co nnec ti on s.
(2) TYPE 2B (B)
(a) This knee does not,quite develop the moment at
the haunch corresponding to initial yield.
Unless tb.e influence of axial load .is tsken into
account, it does not develop the rolled section
yield strength (C~l. gAl. It quite evidently~
will not develop the, full rolled section strength.
(b) When compared to.the other built-up models, the
inferior behavior of this connection under the
lFTypes-end-connectl nn models-ete-inalc';ted-i"n Table VIII:- --
found e t the end 0 f the re por t •
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"wor s t loa di ng condl ti0n" selected 1s p re~C'mlnantl,.
due to the fect that the whole length of compresSi-on
flenge 1s yielded simultaneously. Residual stress
1a a factor si.nce it causes this yielding to occur
at a lower load than predicted, aggravating the
lateral buckling ~endency. An sdditional test with'
improved lateral support will demonstrate the in-
fluence of this factor, a~though it i$ suspected
thet it will not be large.
(c) On the beeis of this cne teet the :initial yield
load is the true limiting c'arrying capaci ty. An
alternate 1s to extend the haunch e greater distance
, into the frame', or to increase the size of rolled
section snd shorten the hauncho
(d) The ~verage unit rotation for the knee mB~ be de-
termined approximately by the expression
¢b' = d12 Mr
dr 2 EI
(a) The best design of the three tested is E. }urther
,improvement' cOlild be reali,zed by using a sniped full-
depth stiffener as an extension to the inner column
flange a nd by s'upporti~gthe connect! cn Ie terally at
the eods,as in F. Furthereconomi.es due to additional
modification might well be made,' such e s the replace-
ment of the two external stiffeners by an end plate
as in type 14. Fi~. 5
(b) With this t'J'pe (which was not testeaunqer a worst
loading condi tion) the connections indicate an
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an adequate reserve of strength above the yield
point. The rolled section strength is fully
developed at the splice.
(c) Lateral support should be provided at the ends
rather th~n at the center (as on these tests) if
good rotation capacity is to be desired in the
plastic range.
(4) TYPE 5A (G B I J)
(a) The curved knees designed Rccording to the AlSO
; specifications(8) (G H end I) performed in ex-
cellent fashion. Both the initial yield strength
and the full plastic strength at the end of the
rolled section were developed (columns 9, 9A).
The reserve strength above the predicted yield
load is more then adequate (column 8A).
(b) 'l'be average unit rotation is about one-third that
of the rolled beam, and for the same thickness of
c~rved inner flange may be determined within 10%
by the expression given in 2(d)aboveo
(c) A system of vertical stiffening, such as th'et
~~ed in J in lieu of increased flenge thickness
1s not t9 be recommended on the basis of these
tests. Proportionately the" co nnect:l on is expensive.
( 5) TYPE <.7) ( P )
(a) External to the knee stress distribution is in
accordance with ordinary beam theory until the
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distance from the knee is reduced to half the
depth of the section.
(b) Within the knee, flange stresses decrease
linearly from the rolled section to the external
end. Shear stresses in the web are larger than
those at the cri tical sec;tio'n for bending.
(c) ~ie1ding due to sheer force in the web occurs at
about 50% of the moment correspond:i.ng to the
flexural yield point. Agree~ent with theory was
within a few percent. ,'Ihe'subsequent additional
rotation cannot be tolerated in engineering
st!,uctures and means must be teken to avoid such
fa ilure. Dis gona 1 stiffeners (type ~B) a n4,.~'eb
doubler plates are recommended. The expression
,,~_ ·~·:;lo76,S/d2
gives the required web thickness to prevent pre-
mature web yielding.
(d) As tes~ed, for WF sections, the connection is in-
adequate from both e1asUc and inelastic strength
end stiffness point of view.
(e) In t..'1e el~stic renge this type is more flexible
than predicted by the theory developed. Further
it is twice as great as that implied in ordinary
deflection calculatir.ns on the beais of complete
then, theoretically at least, adequate elastic
stiffness is assured.
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(f) An end plate 1s preferable to the use of
/
stiffeners as extensions of the column tention
flange as was used in the test. '(See types 8
and 14, Fig'. 5).
(6) 'lYPE 8~ (K L tvI)
(R) Adequate diagonal stiffening wes'used to prevent
yielding due to sheer force.
•(b) Excellent agreem ent between theoretical end ex-
perlinentel moment-rotvtlon curves was obte1, ned.
This rotation is some~hatgreater.(14%),than the
equivalent length stiffness implied in computations
of deflecti ens in con t inuous 'structures.
(c) Good agreement between theory end experiment WeB
also obtained for inelastic moment-rotat1nn and
moment-deflection curves when it was assumed
that the moment was' uniform over the equivalent
length of the knee.'
(d) These connections yield at a considerably l('lwer
load then predicted, probably due to residual
stress and stress concentrations. However the
(
ultimate strengths developed are all adequate.
(e) The half-depth stiffener as used in L is to be
preferred, decreasing the small influence of
residual stress. It is doubtful 'that'K has
adequate rotation capacity.
(f) Land M have excellent rotation capacities. It
is doubtful if K 1s adequate.
..
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(e) This knee would be designed for e non-uniform moment
gradient but was tested with an equal moment gradient
on each leg. 'Ihis' amounts to examining the connection
under '8 second loading condition. Although it dev-
elops adequate strength at one end, it will not main-
tain 8' pIa stic hinge long enough for the developmen t
of yield or collapse strengths at the other endo
Little improvement in this characteristic could be
obtained wi th a more rigid system of lateral support,
since as 1s evident from Table VIII column 9 the
strength at section b-b was somewhat greater ,than
that obtained in L with its efficient support system •
(b) The elastic average unit rotation is given approxi-
mately, by the expression given in 2(d) above.
(c) The connect'ion demonstrates adequate shape factor ..
(8) TYPE 16 (N)
The comment for this connection is similar to tha t
for type 15 above.
~ Structurel Behavior
,(1) INI'I'IAL YIEID STRENGTH
(a) A number of methods for specifying the in1 tial yield
strength from a moment-deformeti0n curve were examined •
The "structural yield" method 1s easy to use and gives
the same result as the offset method based on a yield
offset of 002% (column 4e table VIII).
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(b) In general the first yielding ,(due to combined
residual stresses and stress con'centratiC'ns)
occurred a t about half the computed ini tiel yi eld
velue (column 6B). At 75%, a departnre from linear
'<
behavior could be detected, (column 6) and at about
the computed value, "yield" occurred beyond which
deflections of the structure would be affected,
(column 6A). There were two principal exceptions,
P snd B.
(c) All of the ,connections except C and N yielq at
lower loads· than would be predicted'on the basis
of initial yielding at the end of the rolled section
(co.lumn 6C and 6D). However, at increased deforma-
tion the initial yield strength was developed in ~
the ro lIed 'section •••.•• of importance when deter-
mining where the connection and rolleo' section'
shell be spliced.
(2) ULTIMATE STRENGTH
(8) All of the connections except Band P developed a
carrying capacity c?nsiderebly greeter than the
calculated initial yield moment (column 8A, Table VIII).
(br ..Only ,the type 7 connection is unable to carry a
haunch moment equivalent to the plastic hinge value.
(c) F'ive of the connectic,ns will not develop the full
rolled beam strength at the h~unch ends (column 9,
connections, B, 0, J, N, and pl. Thus caution must
be exerc1zed in proportioning heunched connections
on the basis of simple plastic theory ..
(d) If the influence of axial load is taken into account
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in theoretical. computations, then it may be.
stated with accuracy that all of the connections
develop haunch moments sufficient to develop the
yield strength of the rolled section at the splice.
The influence of axial loed may be neglected and
the' statement is still true for all but three of
the connecti cns.
(3) STIFFNESS
(a) Expressions for elastic stiffness of straight knees
have' been developed which give fair agreement with
type 7 oonn~c_tions end good agreement wi th types 2
and 8B, (diagonally stiffened). The development
also includes expressions for stra:tght knees of
the three types wi. th equal depth snd wi th dis-
similar section depths.
(4) RESIDUAL STRESS
(9) In some cases being combined inseparably 'with
\
stress concentration effects, residual stress
accounts for a lowering of the initial yield
strength. In flexural members the influence is
not perm,anent and disappears after larger ro-
teticns are experienced.
(b) Residual stress wes possibly e, factor in bringing
sbout the early collapse of the type 2B connectlcn
(B). The reason is that the haunch compression
flenge acts as a column and lit appears that
residual stress will certainly influence the
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.carrying capacity of compression members, although
its influence on flexural members is negligible.
(5) IN~LASTIC INSTABILITY
\(a) Plastic instability waS involved in the collapse
of every connection and in most cases brought
about final collapse.
(b) Deformations increase rapidly once local buckling
has occurred. In the case of straight knees in
which it is possible to provide lateral support at
the most imporfant point, collapse does not occur
when the first local buckling becomes evident,
since the buckling 1s symmetric on both sides of
the web. However when the second wave 1s formed
together with web instability collapse follows
rapidly. For connection L, however, this was
well beyond the needed rotation capac1ty~
(0) 1he seriousness of local buckling is markedly
reduced whenever lateral support can be placed at
each point of expected ytelding~
(6) LATERAL SUPPOET
(a) !he flex-bor method of lateral support is to be
preferred over the ver t1 cal guide system. 'lhe
former simulates more precisely the situation
encountered in practjce•
(b) It 1s important to place lateral support at points
nf expected maximum stress. Whenever it is possible
to do this at every maximum stress point then the
seriousness of local buckling may be roarkedly reduced.
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(c) A rather small force is required initially to
•
prevent sidewi~e deforme tinn 0 After locel
to
buckling this load ipcreases rapidly.
(d) Compression flange lateral support should be pro-
vided at the center of built-up haunches end et
the ~plice points betweenheunch and beam.
(e) Except for variations 1n cost, ,so fer as plastic
strepgth is cnn~ernod, effective lateral support
is more 1mportsn\ then the variations in fabrica-
tion details.
(7) ROTATION CAPACITY
(a) Dependl,ng on the proportions of the frame, for
straight knees, each connection must have a rota-
t10n capacity after the plastic hinge v~lue has
been reached in order that the moment may be main-
tained while hinges ere forming in other parts of
the atructureo
(b) In the case of a third-point-loaded beam attached
to very aU.ff columns, a rota·tlon capacity of about
eight Urnes the rota tinn at ini tiel yield 1s requiredo
"
(c) With adequate lateral support the type 88 connections
are satisfactory, while the behavior of ~ype 2 is
doubtful. rlype 7 connections ere unsatisfactory
I
.due to she t:lr deforma tion.
(d) While some of the built-up knees have fair rotation
capacities, most of them collapse very rapidly after
first local buckling. 1bis includes those that ere
well-supported laterally. Normally rotation cape-
city is not a requirement of heuncbed connections,
however 0
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(e) Rotetinn capacity is measured by the ability of
the knee to resist the effects of local buckling •
Thick flanges and effective lateral support.ere
most helpful.
(8) COST OF FABRICATION
(8) 'I'!le:re is an almost linear relat1f'D between the
time required for cutting and welding and the
total length of haunch as measured slong the
neutral lines. Connections Nand Jere exceptif'ns.
'(b) Sn1ped
g
half-depth stiffeners should constitute
en economical advantage over those of fu1l-depth g
and in the last analysis will always be less ex-
pensive than the complete stiffener welded to
the web and to both top and bottom flange.
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